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Taiyo Yuden EMC Center: Launching Radio Regulation Testing and 
Certification Service in Europe and North America

In Alliance with Telefication, a Dutch Company Experienced in Radio Regulation Certifications

　On July 13, Taiyo Yuden's EMC Center launched a radio regulatory measurement and certification 
service for low power radio equipment used in data telecommunication system in the United States, 
Europe, Canada, and Japan. For this service, the Taiyo Yuden EMC Center formed an alliance with 
Telefication, a testing laboratory and CAB (Certification Accreditation Body) based in the Netherlands 
with high experience in radio regulatory approvals. Taiyo Yuden EMC Center will provide its high quality 
measurement as Telefication's listed laboratory, and Telefication will give a certification for radio 
regulation with exclusive work processes under the mutual agreement between the two companies.

　In February 2005, the Taiyo Yuden EMC Center has been first Japanese ISO17025 accredited laboratory 
on the scope of FCC and ETS radio and EMC standard from NVLAP (National Voluntary Laboratory 
Accreditation Program), as an international quality management standard for testing laboratories The 
ISO17025 accreditation signifies that the company has the capability to perform high-quality measurement 
in the telecommunications field. The alliance with the Dutch certification service provider, Telefication, 
marks the company's determination to launch radio regulation measurement and certification services that 
make use of its high quality measurement in the telecommunications field.

　Radio telecommunications systems are an essential requirement for realization of the so-called 
"ubiquitous" society where access to the Internet and other information networks is available anytime, 
anywhere. In fact, the fusion of PCs and other information equipment with telecommunications equipment 
is advancing steadily, a development that has opened up a whole new world of business opportunities. 
Taiyo Yuden views the arrival of this new business environment as an opportunity to develop into a 
company capable of providing customers with total solutions, with focus on advanced EMC design 
technology and on advanced evaluation technologies in the radio  telecommunications field. The new 
Radio Regulatory testing and certification service is one result of these efforts. The company intends to 
continue efforts to take advantage of new business opportunities in this area.



　In recent years, Bluetooth®, wireless LAN and other telecommunications functions have been embedded 
to PCs and other digital equipment, a situation that has increased the burden on electronic equipment 
manufacturers to secure compatibility with radio regulations of countries where they place in the market. 
Specifically, when electronic equipment manufacturers want to sell PCs and other equipment, they need to 
obtain radio regulation certifications in each of their target sales countries, in addition to compliance with 
EMC requirement. . While IT manufacturers have experience in compliance of EMC requirement , they 
are often not familiar with compliance with the Radio regulation.

　In response to these issues, the Taiyo Yuden EMC Center, with its high quality measurement in the 
telecommunications field, and Telefication, with its experience in radio regulation certifications, together 
agreed to perform one-year operations processes and other trainings, in an alliance where Taiyo Yuden 
EMC Center certified as a Telefication listed laboratory to engage in the business of radio regulation 
certifications. In the new arrangement, the Taiyo Yuden EMC Center will be in charge of providing test 
reports covering everything from radio regulation tests to applications for certification, while Telefication 
will handle the operations of obtaining certifications. The result is formation of a system that can smoothly 
and consistently engage in certification processes of radio regulations in the United States, Europe, 
Canada, and Japan.
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